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About This Game

In a fantasy world of Victorian architecture, war is raging between the industrial superpowers. As Commander of a Naval Super-
Destroyer, it is your duty to destroy the enemy's mighty Boss Units in a military campaign of epic proportions in, under and
above the surface. If you are to emerge victorious from a variety of challenging scenarios, you must lead your troops against

wave after wave of massive attacks from ships, planes and gigantic Special Forces.

Key features:

Destructive: Powerful weapons with many lethal upgrades

Comprehensive: Great variety of enemy units with ships, submarines, planes and futuristic vehicles

Explosive: Challenge your friends in the immensely variable multi-player mode or play alongside them against the PC in
Co-operational Mode

Impressive: An exciting story-line plus sensational graphics with incredible effects and stylish cut-scenes guarantee
maximum enjoyment.
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Title: Naval Warfare
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Game Distillery s.r.o.
Publisher:
Immanitas Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 25 May, 2011
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English,French,German,Italian
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Nice aesthetics and the gameplay feels pretty good, yet I can't recommend this game, mainly due to how generic it feels. If this
was my first touch with platforming games the story might be different, but as a child of the 90s I don't see much reason to play
these kinds of games when I've already played the games that inspired these games.

One might say that I didn't give it enough of a chance by only playing through the first two levels, but actually installing and
starting the game is giving it a fair chance in my opinion; I've shown interest and now the game just needs to hook me. Which
this one sadly failed to do.. This game has potencial,needs a bigger playerbase.... Excelent Game! I'm very competitve with my
friends and a game like this is perfect. This game captures the tabletop feel and delivers on both gameplay and graphics. with
the map development tools in this game the possibilites asre truly endless. I give it a 4.5 of 5. Maybe when it's completed I'll
give it the full 5.. hahahaha yes. Game is still not finished and the developers last touched it around 2016. Even the english
language sucks in game..

1/10

p.s. I played the game for 5 min just to post this message...
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Spent so much time on this game. Love how certain levels have patterns then suddenly it all changes around. One of the best lil
games I've bought this year. Hands down.. Everyone can get this puzzle done!
Nice little game to chill and solve some levels finding the right path.
The last levels get a bit tricky. The last red one was a hard nut to crack.. A great oldschool RTS. Campaign is great, cutscenes
are top-notch, visuals are fantastic.

If you love Command and Conquer, StarCraft or pretty much any other RTS then you'll be right at home with this game.

(also Frank Klepacki did the music, instantly worth it). Very disappointing gameplay. Loved the DLC's - last one got my fingers
sweat. Top class gear highly recommended.
Got a lot of rare materials in no time.

TATAKAE!!11. One of my favorite games from the childhood. The gameplay is very unique and great.
But this version is a incredibly bad port to Steam.

First of all, this remastered version has some huge bugs (what is the purpose of porting the game without fixing them)?
You can't rebind controls. Can you imagine that?
Also, there are some critical bugs in the gameplay (can't turn during a fire and other)
No promo video, no native (Russian) translation and localisation. Also, they changed music (to worse) and English voice-over.

OK. Some helpful users made several guides to fix these problems. I spent about an hour by reading guides, downloading files
and installing patches. Even after that, I couldn't rebind controls.

I found another guide and started a setup again. After that the game refused to start. I uninstalled all files and downloaded the
game again and now got Direct3d problem. I searched forum, found some solutions, tried them, but it didn't help.
So I give up now.

This is very lazy port of a great game doesn't worth your time.. I paid $15USD for a game that has a frozen menu. I tried
reinstalling and verifying and i searched all over the internet to find no fixes. I did find a few other people that were
complaining on forums a few months ago with the same problem. The developers actually reached out to them, but when asked
if anything can be done they just "ghosted" them and months later there still is no fix\/answer. Glad to know the devs don't care
about if we can play so long as they get their money
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